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1.( a )

LetV, W be vector spaces over.K, and let F:V -+Wbe alinear map. Let E be
basis

of

V and G,a basis

of W.If

X,r,(F(v)) = U*2q1X,r1v1

v

a

e Z , prove that

.

( b ) Find the matrix associated ivith the following linear maps:

(i) F : Ra

(ii)

-->

R2 gii., by F( t (xfjx2,x3;x4)) = ,(rt,"z)

(the projection);

-+ Rn given by F(X) =7X
2.(a) Find the matrix R(d) associated with the rotation for the values of
(i)
(i1) - nl3.
r? : Rn

d.

"12

( b ) L6Jt

X =tql,21be a point of the plane. I,et F

the coordinates

be the rotation through an angle

of nl4.What

are

of F(X)

relati\ie to the usual basis {El ,E, }?
3'( a ) Let F be the rotation through an angle 0.Let (x,y)be a point of the plane in the
stanclard
coordinate system. Let (x',y) be the coordinates of this point in the rotated
system. Express x! y,
in terms of x , y and 0.

(b )Let D=dldt bethe derivative and B, a setof linearly independentfunctions, generateavector
space V' D is a linear map from V into itseli-. Find the matrix associatecl
with D relative to the
bases B,B.

(i) {et,e2t}, (ii) {1,r}.
a.( a)Let c be a number and iet A
( b ) Let

be an n x

f(t) , g(t) be two ftinctions having

n

matrix.Shou,

clerivatives of all orders.

tunction obtained by raking rhe determ inant

rp(r)

t'l

=lf 'e)
lf

.

Show

f
that e,(t)
' = "\:)
J

"U)

s(r)
g"(t)

that D(cA) = c" D(A).

Let

rp(r) be the

g(r)1.

s,ft)l'

.
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